Premium Home Theater Sound Bar
and Wireless Music Streaming System
with Polk’s VoiceAdjust Technology
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Omni SB1 Plus Sound Bar
Premium Home Theater Sound Bar and Wireless Music
Streaming System with Polk’s VoiceAdjust Technology
The Omni SB1 Plus with Polk VoiceAdjust™ Technology is a dialogue enhancing
3.1 sound bar system that creates a broad, enveloping soundstage for movies,
music and more. The SB1 Plus’s VoiceAdjust Technology utilizes the optimized
3-speaker array with controllable voice channel level to reproduce clear, crisp
dialogue. The included 8” wireless subwoofer gives the SB1 system a rich
bottom end while eliminating the clutter of wires.
Music and Movie Immersion Modes enable you to tailor the bar’s sound
field for a more immersive listening experience.
Polk’s exclusive Full Complement Bass Technology lets the bar reproduce
its lowest range easily, creating a warm, bass-rich timbre at lower distortion
and higher volumes.
SmartBar™ enables your sound bar to learn your TV’s original IR remote
control commands so you can control your soundbar with your TV remote.
(Backup remote included.)
Dolby Digital decoding includes Dolby Digital 5.1 and 2.0.
Bluetooth Adapter Included The SB1 Plus comes with a separate Bluetooth
adapter so you can switch between Wi-Fi and Bluetooth in seconds -- play
audio from even more online sources from your phone, tablet or computer and
restream it to any Play-Fi speaker on your network.
Wireless Rear Surround Technology The SB1 Plus supports up to two Play-Fi
speakers as rear surrounds. Use the Omni Play-Fi app to connect the sound
bar to wireless surround speakers. (App and firmware update may be required)

Omni: The First Great-Sounding
Wireless Music System
All the music you love, anywhere in your home
The Omni SB1 Plus is part of the Omni Collection, a series of wireless
products that allow you to control what you want to listen to from
your phone, tablet or computer and stream it wirelessly to any room.
Plus, you can start with one and then add throughout your home.

Super Simple Setup

Specifications
Sound Bar Dimensions

2.17” H x 43” W x 3.6” D
(55.1 mm x 1092.2 mm x 91.4 mm)

It ultra low profile design will not block your TVs IR ports. Setup is simple
with the included optical cable. SmartBar technology ensures your
universal TV and cable remote is compatible with the SB1 plus.

Subwoofer Dimensions

14.3” H (w feet) x 13.7” W x 11.61” D
(362.2 mm x 347.9 mm x 294.8 mm)

Polk Omni Apps

Sound Bar

Three 3” x 1” full range drivers (63.5 mm)

Wireless Connectivity

2.4GHz & 5GHz

Total System Power

350 Watts

Inputs

Optical, two 1/8” analog

Carton Dims

567mm H x 423 mm W x 1207 mm L

Included in Box

6’ analog cable, 6’ optical cable,
remote control (battery included), power supply
and cables

SKU #

AM6946-A

UPC

747192126940

Warranty

3 years speaker, 1 year electronics

Omni SB1 Plus

The free Polk Omni App allows you to mix-and-match speakers with
the open DTS Play-Fi™ Technology and future-proof your home music
solution. Stream the same music to every room or stream different
songs to different rooms. The Polk Omni Utility App gives you extended
functionality, including product firmware updates, and EQ settings for
the A1 Amp.
*visit www.polkaudio.com for a complete list of online music services
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